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Enhancing Cognition

hat happens inside the brain during learning? What
magic occurs in the mind as we acquire, store, and subsequently retrieve information—the process we call
learning? What mix of ingredients—neurological, physical, environmental, and emotional—contribute to the
cognition formula? Why do these factors play such a pivotal role? And finally, how much can we, as educators, influence them? The
articles in this chapter address these central questions.

W

Scientists know that learning occurs on many different levels. It may be a
simple reflex response (hand on a hot stove) or a more complex procedure
(deciding how to remodel your house). Learning may be explicit, such as
when we learn facts, numbers, faces, and names in a history lesson.
However, much of it is implicit or unconscious, a process that occurs
through generalizations, locations, gut feelings, experiences, reflection,
and role modeling. These actions taken together represent the act of cognition—knowing and perceiving.
Most neuroscientists agree that all learning occurs on the level of neuronto-neuron. Although individual neurons are not very smart, when
connected to one another critical networks occur that transform information into meaningful units of learning. The newest studies suggest humans
have about 40-50 billion neurons. Each of these cells has the potential of
making contact with another 5,000 to 50,000 neighboring neurons. The
result is a multitude of complex networks that very effectively store and
activate our learning. The success of this process, however, is dependent
upon many factors, including stress, diet, health, emotion, trial and error,
timing, repetition, prior knowledge, meaningfulness, and motivation. The
1
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good news is that sound educational practices that respect how the brain
naturally learns best strongly influence these mediating factors.

Cognition and the Power to Choose
Does learner choice play a role in cognition and motivation? As researchers
learn more about how the brain goes about making decisions, the answer
seems to be yes. Studies by Platt and Glimcher (1999) found that when
humans and monkeys are allowed to choose freely between two alternative
responses, their choices are directly related to the amount of gain they can
expect from each response. This finding reflects a direct relationship with
learner motivation and self-determination. The researchers also determined
that during decision-making, the parietal cortex—a region of the cerebrum
that is responsible for reception of sensory information (especially transforming visual signals into eye-movement commands), in addition to
reading, writing and calculation—was primarily activated.

The Brain and Cognition
Getting a Kinesthetic
Feel for an Idea

Visualizing

Decisions and
Judgement
Internal
Dialogue

Having an Emotional
Response to an Idea

When given the freedom of choice and adequate information, the brain’s
prefrontal cortex (decision-making, planning, critical thinking) and amygdala (fear response) have been found to respond positively (Bechara, et al.
1999). This effect is likely triggered by the increased production of serotonin, dopamine, and noradrenaline, which enhance well-being and
motivation. So, it turns out that choice may, indeed, “feed the brain.”
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education CO1104
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Janelle (1997) reported that when given the opportunity to control feedback in their learning environment, high-school athletes required relatively
less feedback to acquire skills, and they retained those skills at a level equal
to or surpassing those who were given more feedback but received it passively. Kinzie and colleagues (1992) noted similar results among students
in a computer-assisted learning environment.

Action Steps
✽ It is best to provide choices when learners have sufficient knowledge
of the subject matter to choose wisely.
✽ Narrow the choices for learners. For example, allow students to
choose from a pre-selected and appropriate list of books for reading
assignments, or ask them which of the two testing modes (i.e., essay
or multiple choice) they prefer.
✽ Solicit the ideas and opinions of your learning audience when planning learning tasks, especially when various options and approaches
will work just as well.
✽ When appropriate, utilize learner discussion groups, cooperative
teams, and suggestion boxes.

Sources:
Bechara, Antoine; Hanna Damasio; Antonio Damasio; Gregory Lee. 1999. Different contributions
of the human amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex to decision-making. Journal of
Neuroscience. 19(13): 5473-81.
Janelle, C.M. 1997. Maximizing performance feedback effectiveness through videotape replay
and self-controlled learning environment. Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport. 68(4):
269-79.
Kinzie, Mable; H. Sullivan; Richard Berdel. 1992. Motivational and achievement effects of learner control over content review within CAI. Journal of Educational Computing Research. 8(1):
101-14.
Platt, Michael and Paul Glimcher. 1999. Neural correlates of decision variables in parietal cortex.
Nature. July; 400(6741): 233-8.
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Students Laugh Their Way to
Better Learning
A well-timed joke or other appropriate display of humor not only makes us
laugh and feel good, it can also promote better attention and recall while
creating a conducive atmosphere for learning, claims new research
(Shammin & Stuss 1999). Humor has also been shown to enhance students’ abstract and creative thinking abilities while easing feelings of
anxiety (Belanger, et al. 1998). In short, a good laugh can pave the road for
meaningful learning.
What occurs in the brain as we react to humor? The cognitive process
involves the activation and stimulation of the frontal lobes, one of the four
main areas of the cerebrum (or upper brain area) concerned with intellectual functioning, including thought, language processes, behavior, and
memory. A good joke also activates the frontal lobes, as well as the amygdala—the brain’s center for emotional memories (Fry 1994; Johnson
1990).
More precisely, Shammin and Stuss found that reacting to verbal and visual humor requires several key abilities: language cognition, abstract
reasoning, visual search, assessment of detail, and ability to keep in mind
the story so that the punch line can be connected with the stem or core of
the joke. In addition, scientists know that a belly laugh, like a good body
massage, “wakes up” the brain and the rest of the nervous system by
increasing the flow of “feel good” endorphins and cerebrospinal fluid to
critical muscle areas, such as the abdominal, neck, and shoulder muscles.
This is known to produce relaxation, which thereby enhances cognition.
In a study of 21 patients (aged 18-70 years) with focal damage in various
parts of the brain, Shammin and Stuss reported that the right frontal lobe
(the brain area responsible for such cognitive functions as creativity, discernment, recall of contextual patterns, and spatial meaning) most
disrupted the ability to appreciate humor. Patients with damage to this area
reacted less with laughter and smiles than a control group, and had less
working memory of both verbal jokes and non-verbal (cartoon) humor,
indicating an inability to focus attention on details and to comprehend the
abstract meanings and mental shifting required.
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In a study of 65 male and 65 female undergraduates, Johnson (1990)
reported that those with higher spatial problem-solving abilities processed
and comprehended humor more quickly than those with less spatial, or
right frontal lobe, prowess. In the study, men were found to solve mental
rotation problems faster than females, and they rated jokes as funnier. A
study conducted by Belanger and colleagues (1998) suggests that listening
to jokes prior to undergoing mental rotation tests can actually speed up
problem-solving among men; whereas, solution times among women
remained relatively unaffected.
Humor’s ability to enhance recall in the classroom is well-documented.
Class material relayed in the form of a simple joke was remembered better
during immediate and delayed recall situations than material communicated in text sentences, research claims (Derks, et al. 1998). Similar results
were reported by Lott (1994) and Deneire (1995).
In addition, according to a 1999 study by Wanzer and Frymier involving
300 university students, teachers who use humor in class are seen by their
students as more “human,” approachable, motivating, and productive than
instructors who do not use humor.
But studies also indicate that tendentious (or biased) humor can produce
undesired results. Gorham and Christophel (1990) demonstrated that teachers who used demeaning or tendentious humor were looked upon
negatively by students. Research also indicates that humor often fails to
enhance specific recall in non-classroom situations, such as consumer
recall of commercial advertising content; although, it can positively influence overall consumer impression of the product (Fisher 1997; Michaels
1998).




A belly laugh, like a good body massage, “wakes
up” the brain and the rest of the nervous system by
increasing the flow of “feel good” endorphins and
cerebrospinal fluid to critical muscle areas.
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